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Next-generation RIB facilities: unprecedented era of nuclear science

Thousands of new isotopes to be produced: How does our field maximize this opportunity?
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Major RIB Facilities Worldwide

Proj. frag.

Argonne
Spon. fission 

ISOL + ind. 
Fast beam

Proj. frag.

ISOL

IGISOL

Fast beam

Fast beam

Fast beam
ISOL

Next-generation RIB facilities: unprecedented era of nuclear science

Thousands of new isotopes to be produced: Meaningful interaction with theory!

$4-5B worldwide investment                     What is the fundamental, exciting physics?

Role of theory
Motivation: robust predictions (with uncertainties) where no data exists
Interpretation: model independent, connect to underlying forces of nature

Next-generation facilities require next-generation theory!
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Ab Initio Approach to Nuclear Structure

He↵ , Oe↵

VS-IMSRG

shell
model

Selected Results

• Predicting the driplines

• Quenching in Gamow-Teller � decay

• Ab initio calculations of 208Pb

• Matrix elements for 0⌫�� decay

Ragnar Stroberg July 10, 2020 16 / 30

Courtesy, S. R. Stroberg

Ab initio
many-body

H n = En n

Aim of modern nuclear theory: develop unified first-principles picture of structure and reactions

(Approximately) solve nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation
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Aim of modern nuclear theory: develop unified first-principles picture of structure and reactions

(Approximately) solve nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation
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Courtesy, S. R. Stroberg

Ab initio
many-body

Chiral Effective Field Theory

  Consistent treatment of
   - 2N, 3N, 4N, … forces
   - Electroweak physics
  Quantifiable uncertainties

Interactions
1.8/2.0, N2LOGO, N3LOLNL
(2.0/2.0, N4LOLNL)
34 non-implausible

H n = En n

Ab Initio Approach to Nuclear Structure

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 4 LLNL#PRES#XXXXXX 

To develop such an ab initio nuclear theory we: 
 1) Start with accurate nuclear forces (and currents) 

+ ... + ... + ... 

NN force NNN force NNNN force 

Q0 

LO 

Q2 

NLO 

Q3 

N2LO 

Q4 

N3LO 

Worked out by Van Kolck, Keiser, 
Meissner, Epelbaum, Machleidt, ... 

"  Two- plus three-nucleon (NN+3N) 
forces from chiral effective field 
theory (EFT) 
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Aim of modern nuclear theory: develop unified first-principles picture of structure and reactions

(Approximately) solve nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation

Ab Initio Approach to Nuclear Structure
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• Ab initio calculations of 208Pb

• Matrix elements for 0⌫�� decay
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CC
IMSRG
SCGF

H n = En n
 Ab Initio Cheat Sheet (polynomial scaling methods)

 CC: Coupled cluster theory

 IMSRG: In-medium similarity renormalization group

  
 SCGF: Self-consistent Green’s function

H̃ = e
⌦
He

�⌦ = H + [⌦, H] +
1

2
[⌦, [⌦, H]] + · · ·

Courtesy, S. R. Stroberg Dr
aft

The self-consistent Green’s function scheme

Dyson-Schwinger equation : G(�)

= + �

Two Wick contractions ∆ � antisymmetrisation

Self-consistent self-energy : �(G)

� = +
T

+ . . .

Approx © truncation on 2PI dressed diagrams

M. DRISSI - University of Surrey Self-consistent Gorkov Green’s functions : the case of superfluid neutron matter 11/25Dr
aft

The self-consistent Green’s function scheme

Dyson-Schwinger equation : G(�)

= + �

Two Wick contractions ∆ � antisymmetrisation

Self-consistent self-energy : �(G)

� = +
T

+ . . .

Approx © truncation on 2PI dressed diagrams

M. DRISSI - University of Surrey Self-consistent Gorkov Green’s functions : the case of superfluid neutron matter 11/25
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Ab Initio Approach to Nuclear Structure
Aim of modern nuclear theory: develop unified first-principles picture of structure and reactions

(Approximately) solve nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation

Extends ab initio to scope of traditional nuclear shell model

c

!

q
H n = En n
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• Quenching in Gamow-Teller � decay

• Ab initio calculations of 208Pb
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Courtesy, S. R. Stroberg

Valence-space approach 
for open-shell nuclei

Decoupled
Valence-space Hamiltonian

Decoupled core
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Ab Initio Approach to Nuclear Structure

H n = En n

He↵ , Oe↵

VS-IMSRG

shell
model

Selected Results

• Predicting the driplines

• Quenching in Gamow-Teller � decay

• Ab initio calculations of 208Pb

• Matrix elements for 0⌫�� decay

Ragnar Stroberg July 10, 2020 16 / 30

Methods Exact up to Truncations

✅ Single-particle basis

✅ Storage limits of 3N forces 

🤷 Many-body operators: e.g., CCSD(T), IMSRG(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="uXPEvP8uWHefVtEHYihHEA+KYbU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1Kq7cBIsgCGWmlOpGKLhxWcE+oB2GTJppQ5PMkGTEMgz4K25cKOLW73Dn35hpZ6GtBwKHc+7lnpwgZlRpx/m2VlbX1jc2S1vl7Z3dvX374LCjokRi0sYRi2QvQIowKkhbU81IL5YE8YCRbjC5yf3uA5GKRuJeT2PicTQSNKQYaSP59jHx0wFHeix5ytFjll3XxAXz7YpTdWaAy8QtSAUUaPn212AY4YQToTFDSvVdJ9ZeiqSmmJGsPEgUiRGeoBHpGyoQJ8pLZ/EzeGaUIQwjaZ7QcKb+3kgRV2rKAzOZJ1WLXi7+5/UTHV55KRVxoonA80NhwqCOYN4FHFJJsGZTQxCW1GSFeIwkwto0VjYluItfXiadWtVtVOt39UqzUdRRAifgFJwDF1yCJrgFLdAGGKTgGbyCN+vJerHerY/56IpV7ByBP7A+fwCA3pXN</latexit>

emax = 2n+ l
<latexit sha1_base64="yThJ7s3LzYWbJKajAsO4sgqKwXQ=">AAACIHicbVBdSwJBFJ21L7Mvq8dehiSIAtlVSR+FCHo0yA9QWWbHqw7O7C4zs5Es/pRe+iu99FBEvdWvaVZ9SO3AhcM593LvPV7ImdK2/W2l1tY3NrfS25md3b39g+zhUUMFkaRQpwEPZMsjCjjzoa6Z5tAKJRDhcWh6o+vEbz6AVCzw7/U4hK4gA5/1GSXaSG62DK5zCW7BVBF3OOAbNy52BNFDKWJBHieTRCxegBsvqG42Z+ftKfAqceYkh+aoudmvTi+gkQBfU06Uajt2qLsxkZpRDpNMJ1IQEjoiA2gb6hMBqhtPH5zgM6P0cD+QpnyNp+rfiZgIpcbCM53JkWrZS8T/vHak+5VuzPww0uDT2aJ+xLEOcJIW7jEJVPOxIYRKZm7FdEgkodpkmjEhOMsvr5JGIe9c5Ut3pVy1Mo8jjU7QKTpHDiqjKrpFNVRHFD2hF/SG3q1n69X6sD5nrSlrPnOMFmD9/AL5paLw</latexit>

e1 + e2 + e3  E3max  3 ⇤ emax

Courtesy, S. R. Stroberg

Aim of modern nuclear theory: develop unified first-principles picture of structure and reactions

(Approximately) solve nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation
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Progress of Ab Initio Theory Since 2010
2010: Limited capabilities for 3N forces; 16O heaviest

Courtesy: H. Hergert, A. Belley
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Ab Initio Progress: How Heavy Can We Go?
Tremendous progress in ab initio reach, largely due to polynomially scaling methods!
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Major Questions in Nuclear Structure

Heavy Nuclei + r-process    Continuum and nuclear reactions  Infinite matter/Neutron stars

Limits of existence + formation/evolution of magic numbers     Nuclear skins/halos/clusters

2
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FIG. 1. Experimental E(2+1 ) systematics of even-even nuclear landscape. Shown are known E(2+1 ) of even-even
isotopes32 and the value for 78Ni obtained in the present study. Traditional magic numbers are indicated by dashed lines and
doubly magic nuclei are labelled. Also 68Ni, for which the number of neutrons N = 40 matches the harmonic oscillator shell
closure, is marked. The predicted two-neutron drip line and its uncertainties3 are shown in blue.

on nuclear structure inputs.
An initial characterisation is often provided by the first

J⇡ = 2+ excitation energy, E(2+1 ), as illustrated in Fig. 1
for the Segrè chart, a two-dimensional grid in which nu-
clei are arranged by their proton (Z) and neutron (N)
numbers. Magic nucleon numbers, which were first cor-
rectly reproduced theoretically for stable isotopes by in-
troducing a strong spin-orbit interaction4,5, stand out,
as excitation from the ground state requires promoting
nucleons across major nuclear shells, and therefore more
energy due to large energy gaps involved.

With the extension of studies to unstable, radioactive
isotopes with a large neutron excess – also termed ‘ex-
otic’ nuclei –, magic numbers emerged as a local feature.
In lieu, nuclear shell structure changes, sometimes drasti-
cally, with the number of protons and neutrons, revealing
interesting properties of the underlying nuclear forces.
For instance, it was recognised that several traditional
neutron magic numbers disappear far from stability, such
as N = 8, 20, 286–9, while new ones have been claimed at
N = 1610 and N = 32, 341,2,11.

Shifts of these magic numbers challenge nuclear theory,
and certain cases can be explained by empirical drifts
of the single-particle orbits (SPO) with varying nucleon
number, e.g. ref.12. The central potential of the nucleon-
nucleon (NN) e↵ective interaction and the tensor force
contribute strongly to this evolution13,14. Also three-
nucleon (3N) forces, which originate from the composite
nature of nucleons, have a significant impact15,16. So far,
a coherent picture of the nuclear shell structure and its
evolution towards the most neutron-rich nuclei remains
to be built.

The isotope 78Ni (28 protons and 50 neutrons) provides
a unique case included in all motivations for planned
and constructed next-generation radioactive ion beam
in-flight facilities, such as the RIBF in Japan, FRIB in
the USA, and FAIR in Germany. Predictions of even-

even nuclei regarding the neutron drip line location3, for
which the two-neutron separation energy becomes nega-
tive (also shown in Fig. 1), reveal that, prior the mea-
surement reported here, 78Ni was the only neutron-rich
doubly magic nucleus lacking spectroscopic information
on excited states that can be reached with current and
next-generation facilities.

Coulomb excitation and mass measurements of
neutron-rich zinc (Z = 30) isotopes17,18, spectroscopy
of nickel isotopes up to 76Ni19, and � decay lifetime mea-
surements of 78,79,80Ni20,21 are all consistent with a per-
sistent N = 50 shell closure. Conversely, experimen-
tal studies of 66Cr and 70,72Fe revealed constantly low
E(2+1 ) and E(4+1 ) that question the N = 50 shell closure
for atomic (proton) numbers Z = 24, 2622. This sce-
nario is supported by large-scale shell-model calculations
that predict deformed ground states below Z = 2823,
and therefore a breakdown of the N = 50 shell closure,
raising the possibility of similar low-lying intruder states
in 78Ni. Likewise, spectroscopic studies of odd-even cop-
per isotopes have shown a lowering of the proton (⇡)
SPO ⇡0f5/2 relative to the ⇡1p3/2 SPO when the neu-
tron (⌫) ⌫0g9/2 SPO is filled24, resulting in their inversion
for 75Cu confirmed with collinear laser spectroscopy25.
These findings were interpreted as a reduction of the
Z = 28 proton shell gap between the ⇡0f7/2 and ⇡0f5/2
SPO due to the strong ⇡ � ⌫ tensor force14,26, although
the recent spectroscopy of 79Cu and its mass measure-
ment appear consistent with a doubly magic structure
of 78Ni27,30,31. Hitherto, no ultimate conclusion on the
magic character of 78Ni existed. Here, we provide first di-
rect evidence from in-beam �-ray spectroscopy in prompt
coincidence with one- and two-proton removal ((p, 2p)
and (p, 3p)) reactions of fast moving radioactive 79Cu and
80Zn beams.

272829
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Global Ab Initio Calculations:
 Proton/Neutron Driplines

?
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Ab Initio Goes Global!
Long considered the domain of DFT or shell model

Ab initio calculations of ~700 nuclei from He to Fe!

           
             B-W Mass formula: ~3.5MeV (Z<28)

             DFT: 0.6-2.0 MeV

Input Hamiltonians fit to A=2,3,4 – not biased towards known data

Apply to proton/neutron driplines separation energies? 0 10 20 30 40 50
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<latexit sha1_base64="FzakGqrJUGC3L5JHG8RWtOG1Qrs=">AAACKXicbZBNS8NAEIY39bt+VT16WSxCe7AkIuqx4MWbClaFJpbNdtou3Xy4OymWkL/jxb/iRUFRr/4RN7UHa31h4eWZGXbm9WMpNNr2h1WYmZ2bX1hcKi6vrK6tlzY2r3SUKA4NHslI3fhMgxQhNFCghJtYAQt8Cdd+/ySvXw9AaRGFlziMwQtYNxQdwRka1CrV3TZIZNQNGPY4k+lZRl24S8TgN7pNK9irZnuTCO7jatYqle2aPRKdNs7YlMlY563Si9uOeBJAiFwyrZuOHaOXMoWCS8iKbqIhZrzPutA0NmQBaC8dXZrRXUPatBMp80KkI/p7ImWB1sPAN535qvpvLYf/1ZoJdo69VIRxghDyn486iaQY0Tw22hYKOMqhMYwrYXalvMcU42jCLZoQnL8nT5ur/Zpj/MVBuX44jmORbJMdUiEOOSJ1ckrOSYNw8kCeyCt5sx6tZ+vd+vxpLVjjmS0yIevrG8y3p4Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FzakGqrJUGC3L5JHG8RWtOG1Qrs=">AAACKXicbZBNS8NAEIY39bt+VT16WSxCe7AkIuqx4MWbClaFJpbNdtou3Xy4OymWkL/jxb/iRUFRr/4RN7UHa31h4eWZGXbm9WMpNNr2h1WYmZ2bX1hcKi6vrK6tlzY2r3SUKA4NHslI3fhMgxQhNFCghJtYAQt8Cdd+/ySvXw9AaRGFlziMwQtYNxQdwRka1CrV3TZIZNQNGPY4k+lZRl24S8TgN7pNK9irZnuTCO7jatYqle2aPRKdNs7YlMlY563Si9uOeBJAiFwyrZuOHaOXMoWCS8iKbqIhZrzPutA0NmQBaC8dXZrRXUPatBMp80KkI/p7ImWB1sPAN535qvpvLYf/1ZoJdo69VIRxghDyn486iaQY0Tw22hYKOMqhMYwrYXalvMcU42jCLZoQnL8nT5ur/Zpj/MVBuX44jmORbJMdUiEOOSJ1ckrOSYNw8kCeyCt5sx6tZ+vd+vxpLVjjmS0yIevrG8y3p4Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FzakGqrJUGC3L5JHG8RWtOG1Qrs=">AAACKXicbZBNS8NAEIY39bt+VT16WSxCe7AkIuqx4MWbClaFJpbNdtou3Xy4OymWkL/jxb/iRUFRr/4RN7UHa31h4eWZGXbm9WMpNNr2h1WYmZ2bX1hcKi6vrK6tlzY2r3SUKA4NHslI3fhMgxQhNFCghJtYAQt8Cdd+/ySvXw9AaRGFlziMwQtYNxQdwRka1CrV3TZIZNQNGPY4k+lZRl24S8TgN7pNK9irZnuTCO7jatYqle2aPRKdNs7YlMlY563Si9uOeBJAiFwyrZuOHaOXMoWCS8iKbqIhZrzPutA0NmQBaC8dXZrRXUPatBMp80KkI/p7ImWB1sPAN535qvpvLYf/1ZoJdo69VIRxghDyn486iaQY0Tw22hYKOMqhMYwrYXalvMcU42jCLZoQnL8nT5ur/Zpj/MVBuX44jmORbJMdUiEOOSJ1ckrOSYNw8kCeyCt5sx6tZ+vd+vxpLVjjmS0yIevrG8y3p4Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FzakGqrJUGC3L5JHG8RWtOG1Qrs=">AAACKXicbZBNS8NAEIY39bt+VT16WSxCe7AkIuqx4MWbClaFJpbNdtou3Xy4OymWkL/jxb/iRUFRr/4RN7UHa31h4eWZGXbm9WMpNNr2h1WYmZ2bX1hcKi6vrK6tlzY2r3SUKA4NHslI3fhMgxQhNFCghJtYAQt8Cdd+/ySvXw9AaRGFlziMwQtYNxQdwRka1CrV3TZIZNQNGPY4k+lZRl24S8TgN7pNK9irZnuTCO7jatYqle2aPRKdNs7YlMlY563Si9uOeBJAiFwyrZuOHaOXMoWCS8iKbqIhZrzPutA0NmQBaC8dXZrRXUPatBMp80KkI/p7ImWB1sPAN535qvpvLYf/1ZoJdo69VIRxghDyn486iaQY0Tw22hYKOMqhMYwrYXalvMcU42jCLZoQnL8nT5ur/Zpj/MVBuX44jmORbJMdUiEOOSJ1ckrOSYNw8kCeyCt5sx6tZ+vd+vxpLVjjmS0yIevrG8y3p4Y=</latexit>
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Estimating Separation Energy Uncertainties
rms deviation from experiment → model for theoretical uncertainties

                rms = 0.7-1.4MeV        
      

               Obtain PPD for separation energies

              Total probability to be bound

              Determine probabilities for each nucleus
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p(S̃exp|S̃th, Sth, Sexp)

<latexit sha1_base64="aIeIDe2TyAWMhHGnEHqdhkbrpa8=">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</latexit>

Pbound =
Y

↵

Z 1

0
dS̃exp

↵ p(S̃exp
↵ |S̃th, Sth, Sexp)

<latexit sha1_base64="Iq0aTtltq78Pvo6YkEGaTyMN6hE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KKUpJTqsuDGZQX7gCaUyXTSDp1MhpmJUEI2/oobF4q49TPc+TdO2iy09cCFwzn3cu89gWBUacf5tkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weGRfXzSU3EiMenimMVyECBFGOWkq6lmZCAkQVHASD+Y3eZ+/5FIRWP+oOeC+BGacBpSjLSRRvaZh5iYIo9yL+U1UWvwWkN4WWVkV526swBcJ25BqqBAZ2R/eeMYJxHhGjOk1NB1hPZTJDXFjGQVL1FEIDxDEzI0lKOIKD9dPJDBS6OMYRhLU1zDhfp7IkWRUvMoMJ0R0lO16uXif94w0eGNn1IuEk04Xi4KEwZ1DPM04JhKgjWbG4KwpOZWiKdIIqxNZnkI7urL66TXqLutevO+WW23ijjK4BxcgCvggmvQBnegA7oAgww8g1fwZj1ZL9a79bFsLVnFzCn4A+vzB0GQlYE=</latexit>

↵ 2 {n, p, 2n, 2p}
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Dripline Predictions to Medium Mass Region
Predictions of proton and neutron driplines from first principles

           

Known drip lines predicted within uncertainties (artifacts at shell closures)

Ab initio guide for neutron-rich driplines
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Ab Initio Progress: How Heavy Can We Go?

Key Limitation

3NF matrix element storage
<latexit sha1_base64="lyBzJW7DlPdMihK6NPyF1Z451fE=">AAACDXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBQEIewmQXMRAiJ4jGAekCzL7KQ3GTKzu8zMimHJD3jxV7x4UMSrd2/+jZPHQRMLGoqqbrq7/JgzpW3721paXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7DRUlkkKdRjySLZ8o4CyEumaaQyuWQITPoekPrsZ+8x6kYlF4p4cxuIL0QhYwSrSRvNwxeM4ZeEVTJdzhgK+9tNQRRPelSAV5GI0unYqXy9sFewK8SJwZyaMZal7uq9ONaCIg1JQTpdqOHWs3JVIzymGU7SQKYkIHpAdtQ0MiQLnp5JsRPjFKFweRNBVqPFF/T6REKDUUvukc36nmvbH4n9dOdFBxUxbGiYaQThcFCcc6wuNocJdJoJoPDSFUMnMrpn0iCdUmwKwJwZl/eZE0igXnvFC+LeerlVkcGXSIjtApctAFqqIbVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj2rpkzWYO0B9Ynz8R35pP</latexit>

e1 + e2 + e3  E3max = 18

Tremendous progress in ab initio reach, largely due to polynomially scaling methods!

Calculate essentially all properties all of nuclei… up to N, Z ~ 50
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Ab Initio Progress: How Heavy Can We Go?
Tremendous progress in ab initio reach, largely due to polynomially scaling methods!

Calculate essentially all properties all of nuclei… up to N, Z ~ 50

Key Limitation

3NF matrix element storage
<latexit sha1_base64="lyBzJW7DlPdMihK6NPyF1Z451fE=">AAACDXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBQEIewmQXMRAiJ4jGAekCzL7KQ3GTKzu8zMimHJD3jxV7x4UMSrd2/+jZPHQRMLGoqqbrq7/JgzpW3721paXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7DRUlkkKdRjySLZ8o4CyEumaaQyuWQITPoekPrsZ+8x6kYlF4p4cxuIL0QhYwSrSRvNwxeM4ZeEVTJdzhgK+9tNQRRPelSAV5GI0unYqXy9sFewK8SJwZyaMZal7uq9ONaCIg1JQTpdqOHWs3JVIzymGU7SQKYkIHpAdtQ0MiQLnp5JsRPjFKFweRNBVqPFF/T6REKDUUvukc36nmvbH4n9dOdFBxUxbGiYaQThcFCcc6wuNocJdJoJoPDSFUMnMrpn0iCdUmwKwJwZl/eZE0igXnvFC+LeerlVkcGXSIjtApctAFqqIbVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj2rpkzWYO0B9Ynz8R35pP</latexit>

e1 + e2 + e3  E3max = 18
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Converged Calculations
in Heavy Nuclei
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Limited by typical memory/node: 

No sign of convergence in 132Sn - Egs or Rch

Ab Initio Calculations of Heavy Nuclei
<latexit sha1_base64="lyBzJW7DlPdMihK6NPyF1Z451fE=">AAACDXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBQEIewmQXMRAiJ4jGAekCzL7KQ3GTKzu8zMimHJD3jxV7x4UMSrd2/+jZPHQRMLGoqqbrq7/JgzpW3721paXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7DRUlkkKdRjySLZ8o4CyEumaaQyuWQITPoekPrsZ+8x6kYlF4p4cxuIL0QhYwSrSRvNwxeM4ZeEVTJdzhgK+9tNQRRPelSAV5GI0unYqXy9sFewK8SJwZyaMZal7uq9ONaCIg1JQTpdqOHWs3JVIzymGU7SQKYkIHpAdtQ0MiQLnp5JsRPjFKFweRNBVqPFF/T6REKDUUvukc36nmvbH4n9dOdFBxUxbGiYaQThcFCcc6wuNocJdJoJoPDSFUMnMrpn0iCdUmwKwJwZl/eZE0igXnvFC+LeerlVkcGXSIjtApctAFqqIbVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj2rpkzWYO0B9Ynz8R35pP</latexit>

e1 + e2 + e3  E3max = 18

132Sn

🤷
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Limited by typical memory/node: 

Clever storage reduces needs by factor of 100!

           

                 

First converged ground-state properties of 132Sn! 

Opens heavy region to ab initio…

Ab Initio Calculations of Heavy Nuclei
<latexit sha1_base64="lyBzJW7DlPdMihK6NPyF1Z451fE=">AAACDXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBQEIewmQXMRAiJ4jGAekCzL7KQ3GTKzu8zMimHJD3jxV7x4UMSrd2/+jZPHQRMLGoqqbrq7/JgzpW3721paXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7DRUlkkKdRjySLZ8o4CyEumaaQyuWQITPoekPrsZ+8x6kYlF4p4cxuIL0QhYwSrSRvNwxeM4ZeEVTJdzhgK+9tNQRRPelSAV5GI0unYqXy9sFewK8SJwZyaMZal7uq9ONaCIg1JQTpdqOHWs3JVIzymGU7SQKYkIHpAdtQ0MiQLnp5JsRPjFKFweRNBVqPFF/T6REKDUUvukc36nmvbH4n9dOdFBxUxbGiYaQThcFCcc6wuNocJdJoJoPDSFUMnMrpn0iCdUmwKwJwZl/eZE0igXnvFC+LeerlVkcGXSIjtApctAFqqIbVEN1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj2rpkzWYO0B9Ynz8R35pP</latexit>

e1 + e2 + e3  E3max = 18

132Sn
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Size of N=70 gap well converged at E3max=28 for neutron-rich Sn, In, Cd!

           

                 

 

            New capabilities: converged spectra in N=82 region

            Converged (overpredicted) doubly magic 132Sn

            Can we go heavier?

Convergence of N=82 Gap
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Previous limit, no hope of convergence in 208Pb g.s. energy…

Convergence in Heavy Nuclei: 208Pb

8

Previous limit

Exp: -1636.43 MeV

~ 40 MeV

Estimated from previous limit

The correlation energy differs by ~10%, larger than many-body calculation error (a few %)

 Ab initio calculation of 208Pb

[IMSRG: -1669.59 MeV]

208Pb

Courtesy, T. Miyagi.
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Previous limit, no hope of convergence in 208Pb g.s. energy

Improved       clear convergence

           

           

                 

First converged ab initio calculation of 208Pb!

Convergence in Heavy Nuclei: 208Pb

8

Previous limit

Exp: -1636.43 MeV

~ 40 MeV

Estimated from previous limit

The correlation energy differs by ~10%, larger than many-body calculation error (a few %)

 Ab initio calculation of 208Pb

[IMSRG: -1669.59 MeV]

208Pb

<latexit sha1_base64="GkrzxhdJGiXfOIKEMtGhtyfXxD0=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjO11G6EggguK9gHdIaSSTNtaJIZkoxahn6AG3/FjQtF3PoB7vwbM+0stPVA4HDOueTe40eMKm3b31ZuZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4ftFUYS0xaOGSh7PpIEUYFaWmqGelGkiDuM9Lxx5ep37kjUtFQ3OpJRDyOhoIGFCNtpH6xdNVPzlyO9EjyhKOH6fTCqUNX0uFIIynDe1ipm5RdtmeAy8TJSAlkaPaLX+4gxDEnQmOGlOo5dqS9BElNMSPTghsrEiE8RkPSM1QgTpSXzI6ZwhOjDGAQSvOEhjP190SCuFIT7ptkurZa9FLxP68X66DuJVREsSYCzz8KYgZ1CNNm4IBKgjWbGIKwpGZXiEdIIqxNfwVTgrN48jJpV8pOrVy9qZYatayOPDgCx+AUOOAcNMA1aIIWwOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/Uxj+asbOYQ/IH1+QMF3Jrt</latexit>

E3max = 18 ! 28

Courtesy, T. Miyagi.
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Ab Initio Analysis: Neutron Skin of 208Pb
 Linked with neutron star properties

208Pb

Nuclear EOS

ARTICLES
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41567-022-01715-8
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Neutron stars are extreme astrophysical objects whose interi-
ors may contain exotic new forms of matter. The structure 
and size of neutron stars are linked to the thickness of the 

neutron skin in atomic nuclei via the neutron-matter equation of 
state1–3. The nucleus 208Pb is an attractive target for exploring this 
link in both experimental4,5 and theoretical2,6,7 studies owing to the 
large excess of neutrons and its simple structure. Mean-field cal-
culations predict a wide range for Rskin(208Pb) because the isovector 
parts of nuclear energy density functionals are not well constrained 
by binding energies and charge radii2,7–9. Additional constraints may 
be obtained10 by including the electric dipole polarizability of 208Pb, 
though this comes with a model dependence11 which is difficult to 
quantify. In general, the estimation of systematic theoretical uncer-
tainties is a challenge for mean-field theory.

In contrast, precise ab initio computations, which provide a path 
to comprehensive uncertainty estimation, have been accomplished 
for the neutron-matter equation of state12–14 and the neutron skin in 
the medium-mass nucleus 48Ca (ref. 15). However, up to now, treat-
ing 208Pb within the same framework was out of reach. Owing to 
breakthrough developments in quantum many-body methods, such 
computations are now becoming feasible for heavy nuclei16–19. The  
ab initio computation of 208Pb we report herein represents a signifi-
cant step in mass number from the previously computed tin iso-
topes16,17 (Fig. 1). The complementary statistical analysis in this work 
is enabled by emulators (for mass number A ≤ 16) which mimic the 
outputs of many-body solvers but are orders of magnitude faster.

In this paper, we develop a unified ab initio framework to link 
the physics of nucleon–nucleon scattering and few-nucleon systems 

to properties of medium- and heavy-mass nuclei up to 208Pb,  
and ultimately to the nuclear-matter equation of state near satura-
tion density.

Linking models to reality
Our approach to constructing nuclear interactions is based on chi-
ral effective field theory (EFT)20–22. In this theory, the long-range 
part of the strong nuclear force is known and stems from pion 
exchanges, while the unknown short-range contributions are repre-
sented as contact interactions; we also include the Δ isobar degree 
of freedom23. At next-to-next-to leading order in Weinberg’s power 
counting, the four pion–nucleon low-energy constants (LECs) are 
tightly fixed from pion–nucleon scattering data24. The 13 additional 
LECs in the nuclear potential must be constrained from data.

We use history matching25,26 to explore the modelling capabili-
ties of ab initio methods by identifying a non-implausible region 
in the vast parameter space of LECs, for which the model output 
yields acceptable agreement with selected low-energy experimen-
tal data (denoted herein as history-matching observables). The 
key to efficiently analyse this high-dimensional parameter space 
is the use of emulators based on eigenvector continuation27–29 that 
accurately mimic the outputs of the ab initio methods but at sev-
eral orders of magnitude lower computational cost. We consider 
the following history-matching observables: nucleon–nucleon 
scattering phase shifts up to an energy of 200 MeV; the energy, 
radius and quadrupole moment of 2H; and the energies and radii 
of 3H, 4He and 16O. We perform five waves of this global param-
eter search (Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2), sequentially ruling out 

Ab initio predictions link the neutron skin of 208Pb 
to nuclear forces
Baishan Hu! !1,11, Weiguang Jiang! !2,11, Takayuki Miyagi! !1,3,4,11, Zhonghao Sun5,6,11, Andreas Ekström2, 
Christian Forssén! !2 ✉, Gaute Hagen! !1,5,6, Jason D. Holt! !1,7, Thomas Papenbrock! !5,6, 
S. Ragnar Stroberg8,9 and Ian Vernon10

Heavy atomic nuclei have an excess of neutrons over protons, which leads to the formation of a neutron skin whose thickness 
is sensitive to details of the nuclear force. This links atomic nuclei to properties of neutron stars, thereby relating objects that 
differ in size by orders of magnitude. The nucleus 208Pb is of particular interest because it exhibits a simple structure and is 
experimentally accessible. However, computing such a heavy nucleus has been out of reach for ab initio theory. By combining 
advances in quantum many-body methods, statistical tools and emulator technology, we make quantitative predictions for the 
properties of 208Pb starting from nuclear forces that are consistent with symmetries of low-energy quantum chromodynamics. 
We explore 109 different nuclear force parameterizations via history matching, confront them with data in select light nuclei and 
arrive at an importance-weighted ensemble of interactions. We accurately reproduce bulk properties of 208Pb and determine 
the neutron skin thickness, which is smaller and more precise than a recent extraction from parity-violating electron scattering 
but in agreement with other experimental probes. This work demonstrates how realistic two- and three-nucleon forces act in a 
heavy nucleus and allows us to make quantitative predictions across the nuclear landscape.

NATURE PHYSICS | www.nature.com/naturephysics
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Combine TRIUMF/ORNL/Chalmers advances!

I: History Matching confronted with A=2,3,4 data + 16O

   109 calculations spanning EFT parameter space at N2LO

34 non-implausible interactions

Neutron Skin of 208Pb
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Neutron Skin of 208Pb
Combine TRIUMF/ORNL/Chalmers advances!

I: History Matching confronted with A=2,3,4 data + 16O

   109 calculations spanning EFT parameter space at N2LO

34 non-implausible interactions

II: Calibration use 48Ca E/A, E(2+), Rp, dipole polarizability
Importance resampling – statistically weight interactions
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Neutron Skin of 208Pb
Combine TRIUMF/ORNL/Chalmers advances!

I: History Matching confronted with A=2,3,4 data + 16O

   109 calculations spanning EFT parameter space at N2LO

34 non-implausible interactions

II: Calibration use 48Ca E/A, E(2+), Rp, dipole polarizability
Importance resampling – statistically weight interactions

III: Validation 208Pb E/A, Rp + 48Ca/208Pb DP from ab initio
Clear quality description of data
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Neutron Skin of 208Pb

PREX II

Combine TRIUMF/ORNL/Chalmers advances!

I: History Matching confronted with A=2,3,4 data + 16O

   109 calculations spanning EFT parameter space at N2LO

34 non-implausible interactions

II: Calibration use 48Ca E/A, E(2+), Rp, dipole polarizability
Importance resampling – statistically weight interactions

III: Validation 208Pb E/A, Rp + 48Ca/208Pb DP from ab initio
Clear quality description of data

IV: Prediction - posterior predictive distribution for neutron skin
   Rskin(208Pb)= 0.14-0.20fm (68% credible level)
Consistent(ish) with extracted PREXII result
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Explore correlations between finite nuclei and nuclear EOS

 Use same 34 non-implausible interactions

Reveals correlation as seen in mean field models

     L = 37-63 MeV

Constrain forces potentially from:
  Neutron star radii/mergers  

Mean field accommodates large range of skins

Tighter range from 
  ab initio calculations

Infinite Matter Equation of State

a b cClear correlation between 
neutron skin and the symmetry 
energy (S) and slope (L)  
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Recalibrating Ab Initio Progress
Rapid progress in ab initio reach, due to valence-space approach… up to...  
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Major Questions in Nuclear Structure

Heavy Nuclei + r-process    Continuum and nuclear reactions  Infinite matter/Neutron stars

Limits of existence + formation/evolution of magic numbers  Nuclear radii/skins/halos/clusters

2

Neutron N

Proton Z

2
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28 50

82

126

2
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Two-neutron drip line
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+

132Sn 208Pb56Ni
48Ca

40Ca

16O4He 78Ni (this work)

68Ni
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4

FIG. 1. Experimental E(2+1 ) systematics of even-even nuclear landscape. Shown are known E(2+1 ) of even-even
isotopes32 and the value for 78Ni obtained in the present study. Traditional magic numbers are indicated by dashed lines and
doubly magic nuclei are labelled. Also 68Ni, for which the number of neutrons N = 40 matches the harmonic oscillator shell
closure, is marked. The predicted two-neutron drip line and its uncertainties3 are shown in blue.

on nuclear structure inputs.
An initial characterisation is often provided by the first

J⇡ = 2+ excitation energy, E(2+1 ), as illustrated in Fig. 1
for the Segrè chart, a two-dimensional grid in which nu-
clei are arranged by their proton (Z) and neutron (N)
numbers. Magic nucleon numbers, which were first cor-
rectly reproduced theoretically for stable isotopes by in-
troducing a strong spin-orbit interaction4,5, stand out,
as excitation from the ground state requires promoting
nucleons across major nuclear shells, and therefore more
energy due to large energy gaps involved.

With the extension of studies to unstable, radioactive
isotopes with a large neutron excess – also termed ‘ex-
otic’ nuclei –, magic numbers emerged as a local feature.
In lieu, nuclear shell structure changes, sometimes drasti-
cally, with the number of protons and neutrons, revealing
interesting properties of the underlying nuclear forces.
For instance, it was recognised that several traditional
neutron magic numbers disappear far from stability, such
as N = 8, 20, 286–9, while new ones have been claimed at
N = 1610 and N = 32, 341,2,11.

Shifts of these magic numbers challenge nuclear theory,
and certain cases can be explained by empirical drifts
of the single-particle orbits (SPO) with varying nucleon
number, e.g. ref.12. The central potential of the nucleon-
nucleon (NN) e↵ective interaction and the tensor force
contribute strongly to this evolution13,14. Also three-
nucleon (3N) forces, which originate from the composite
nature of nucleons, have a significant impact15,16. So far,
a coherent picture of the nuclear shell structure and its
evolution towards the most neutron-rich nuclei remains
to be built.

The isotope 78Ni (28 protons and 50 neutrons) provides
a unique case included in all motivations for planned
and constructed next-generation radioactive ion beam
in-flight facilities, such as the RIBF in Japan, FRIB in
the USA, and FAIR in Germany. Predictions of even-

even nuclei regarding the neutron drip line location3, for
which the two-neutron separation energy becomes nega-
tive (also shown in Fig. 1), reveal that, prior the mea-
surement reported here, 78Ni was the only neutron-rich
doubly magic nucleus lacking spectroscopic information
on excited states that can be reached with current and
next-generation facilities.

Coulomb excitation and mass measurements of
neutron-rich zinc (Z = 30) isotopes17,18, spectroscopy
of nickel isotopes up to 76Ni19, and � decay lifetime mea-
surements of 78,79,80Ni20,21 are all consistent with a per-
sistent N = 50 shell closure. Conversely, experimen-
tal studies of 66Cr and 70,72Fe revealed constantly low
E(2+1 ) and E(4+1 ) that question the N = 50 shell closure
for atomic (proton) numbers Z = 24, 2622. This sce-
nario is supported by large-scale shell-model calculations
that predict deformed ground states below Z = 2823,
and therefore a breakdown of the N = 50 shell closure,
raising the possibility of similar low-lying intruder states
in 78Ni. Likewise, spectroscopic studies of odd-even cop-
per isotopes have shown a lowering of the proton (⇡)
SPO ⇡0f5/2 relative to the ⇡1p3/2 SPO when the neu-
tron (⌫) ⌫0g9/2 SPO is filled24, resulting in their inversion
for 75Cu confirmed with collinear laser spectroscopy25.
These findings were interpreted as a reduction of the
Z = 28 proton shell gap between the ⇡0f7/2 and ⇡0f5/2
SPO due to the strong ⇡ � ⌫ tensor force14,26, although
the recent spectroscopy of 79Cu and its mass measure-
ment appear consistent with a doubly magic structure
of 78Ni27,30,31. Hitherto, no ultimate conclusion on the
magic character of 78Ni existed. Here, we provide first di-
rect evidence from in-beam �-ray spectroscopy in prompt
coincidence with one- and two-proton removal ((p, 2p)
and (p, 3p)) reactions of fast moving radioactive 79Cu and
80Zn beams.

272829
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Information for nuclei along N=126 necessary for third r-process abundance peak 

           

                 

Natural Orbital Basis (NAT) allows for rapid convergence

Ab Initio Theory for r-process 
R-PROCESS STUDIES AT ATLAS

7

CARIBU

In-Flight technique (AIRIS)

N=126 
factory

PRC 87, 034608(2013)

Current program:
• Masses and decay for r-process 

(N=82 and rare-earth peak 
regions)Next 5 years program:

• Masses and decay for r-process  
last abundance peak (N= 126 
peak region) and extension of 
work above CARIBU and at the 
heaviest nuclei

M.R. Mumpower et al., Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 86, 86 (2016)

Slide from G. Savard

Experiment

208Pb
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Information for nuclei along N=126 necessary for third r-process abundance peak 

           

                 

Natural Orbital Basis (NAT) allows for rapid convergence

Converged ground-state energies for Z=69-82

R-PROCESS STUDIES AT ATLAS

7

CARIBU

In-Flight technique (AIRIS)

N=126 
factory

PRC 87, 034608(2013)

Current program:
• Masses and decay for r-process 

(N=82 and rare-earth peak 
regions)Next 5 years program:

• Masses and decay for r-process  
last abundance peak (N= 126 
peak region) and extension of 
work above CARIBU and at the 
heaviest nuclei

M.R. Mumpower et al., Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 86, 86 (2016)

T. Miyagi, B. Hu et al. in prep

Ab Initio Theory for r-process 

Slide from G. Savard
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Information for nuclei along N=126 necessary for third r-process abundance peak 

           

                 

Natural Orbital Basis (NAT) allows for rapid convergence

Significant systematic differences from mass models for Sp

R-PROCESS STUDIES AT ATLAS

7

CARIBU

In-Flight technique (AIRIS)

N=126 
factory

PRC 87, 034608(2013)

Current program:
• Masses and decay for r-process 

(N=82 and rare-earth peak 
regions)Next 5 years program:

• Masses and decay for r-process  
last abundance peak (N= 126 
peak region) and extension of 
work above CARIBU and at the 
heaviest nuclei

M.R. Mumpower et al., Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 86, 86 (2016)

T. Miyagi, B. Hu et al. in prep

Ab Initio Theory for r-process 

Slide from G. Savard

Courtesy, N. Vassh
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Laser Spectroscopy: Charge Radii of Cu Isotopes
Odd-even staggering of charge radii across Cu chain

Cu isotopes, odd-even staggering well reproduced
Ab initio competitive with DFT (fit to reproduce odd-even staggering)

LETTERS
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41567-020-0868-y
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Nuclear charge radii globally scale with atomic mass num-
ber A as A1∕3, and isotopes with an odd number of neutrons 
are usually slightly smaller in size than their even-neutron 
neighbours. This odd–even staggering, ubiquitous through-
out the nuclear landscape1, varies with the number of protons 
and neutrons, and poses a substantial challenge for nuclear 
theory2–4. Here, we report measurements of the charge radii 
of short-lived copper isotopes up to the very exotic 78Cu (with 
proton number Z = 29 and neutron number N = 49), produced 
at only 20 ions s–1, using the collinear resonance ionization 
spectroscopy method at the Isotope Mass Separator On-Line 
Device facility (ISOLDE) at CERN. We observe an unexpected 
reduction in the odd–even staggering for isotopes approach-
ing the N = 50 shell gap. To describe the data, we applied 
models based on nuclear density functional theory5,6 and 
A-body valence-space in-medium similarity renormalization 
group theory7,8. Through these comparisons, we demonstrate 
a relation between the global behaviour of charge radii and the 
saturation density of nuclear matter, and show that the local 
charge radii variations, which reflect the many-body polariza-
tion effects, naturally emerge from A-body calculations fitted 
to properties of A ≤ 4 nuclei.

The properties of exotic nuclei, in particular of those close 
to (doubly) magic systems far from stability, have continually 
proven pivotal in deepening our understanding of nuclear forces 
and many-body dynamics. Owing to the presence of the unpaired 
proton, odd-Z isotopes such as the copper isotopes provide cru-
cial insights into the single-particle proton structure and how 
this affects the charge radii. However, until now, experimentally 
accessing charge radii of such isotopes close to exotic doubly closed 
shells (for example 78Ni and 100Sn) has been prohibitively difficult. 
Extending the existing charge radius measurements9 beyond 75Cu 
has required nearly a decade of developments, culminating in the 
work presented here.

The first experimental challenge lies in the production of a clean 
sample of these short-lived species. We produced radioactive ions 
at the ISOLDE laboratory at CERN. This was done by impinging  
1.4-GeV protons onto a neutron converter, producing neutrons 
that in turn induced fission of 238U atoms within a thick target, thus 
minimizing other unwanted nuclear reactions in the target. Several 
purification steps were nevertheless required to remove contami-
nants. First, the copper atoms that diffused out of the target were 
element-selectively laser-ionized by the ISOLDE resonance ioniza-
tion laser ion source (RILIS) in a hot cavity. The ions were then 
accelerated to 30 keV for mass separation using the ISOLDE high 
resolution separator and prepared for high-resolution laser reso-
nance ionization spectroscopy. This required sending the ions into 
a gas-filled radio-frequency linear Paul trap, ISCOOL, where they 
were cooled for up to 10 ms. The ions were then released in a short 
bunch with a length of ~1 μs.

The hyperfine structure of the copper isotopes was measured in 
the final stage of the experiment using the collinear resonance ion-
ization spectroscopy (CRIS)10 method. First, the ions were neutral-
ized through a charge-exchange reaction with a potassium vapour. 
The non-neutralized fraction of the beam was deflected, such that 
only the neutralized atoms entered into an ultrahigh-vacuum region. 
Here, they interacted with two pulsed laser beams. The first of these 
laser systems, tuned to the optical transition at 40,114.01 cm−1,  
resonantly excited the atoms, while the second laser further excited 
these atoms to an auto-ionizing state, chosen for optimal ionization 
efficiency. Owing to the vacuum of 10−8 mbar, the collisional ioniza-
tion rate was less than 1 every 10 min for all except the stable 63,65Cu, 
creating a quasi-background-free measurement. As illustrated in 
the top panel of Fig. 1, by recording the number of ions as a func-
tion of the frequency of the first single-mode laser, the hyperfine 
structure of the copper atoms could be measured. Changes of the 
charge radius of the nucleus result in small changes in the centroids 
of these hyperfine structures for each isotope, which is typically a 

Measurement and microscopic description of 
odd–even staggering of charge radii of exotic 
copper isotopes
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Laser Spectroscopy: Charge Radii of Ni Isotopes
Study charge radii systematics across Ni isotopic chain

Multiple ab-initio methods largely agree within uncertainties
Ab initio (again) competitive/complementary with DFT
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EM Moments in Neutron-Rich In Isotopes
Electromagnetic moments of entire In chain – sharp increase at N=82

           

                 

Ab initio reproduces trends of new measurements

Neglected physics: two-body meson-exchange currents

260 | Nature | Vol 607 | 14 July 2022
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Nuclear moments of indium isotopes reveal 
abrupt change at magic number 82

A. R. Vernon1,2,3 ✉, R. F. Garcia Ruiz2,4 ✉, T. Miyagi5, C. L. Binnersley1, J. Billowes1, M. L. Bissell1, 
J. Bonnard6, T. E. Cocolios3, J. Dobaczewski6,7, G. J. Farooq-Smith3, K. T. Flanagan1,8, 
G. Georgiev9, W. Gins3,10, R. P. de Groote3,10, R. Heinke4,11, J. D. Holt5,12, J. Hustings3, 
Á. Koszorús3, D. Leimbach11,13,14, K. M. Lynch4, G. Neyens3,4, S. R. Stroberg15, S. G. Wilkins1,2, 
X. F. Yang3,16 & D. T. Yordanov4,9

In spite of the high-density and strongly correlated nature of the atomic nucleus, 
experimental and theoretical evidence suggests that around particular ‘magic’ 
numbers of nucleons, nuclear properties are governed by a single unpaired nucleon1,2. 
A microscopic understanding of the extent of this behaviour and its evolution in 
neutron-rich nuclei remains an open question in nuclear physics3–5. The indium 
isotopes are considered a textbook example of this phenomenon6, in which the 
constancy of their electromagnetic properties indicated that a single unpaired proton 
hole can provide the identity of a complex many-nucleon system6,7. Here we present 
precision laser spectroscopy measurements performed to investigate the validity of 
this simple single-particle picture. Observation of an abrupt change in the dipole 
moment at N = 82 indicates that, whereas the single-particle picture indeed 
dominates at neutron magic number N = 82 (refs. 2,8), it does not for previously 
studied isotopes. To investigate the microscopic origin of these observations,  
our work provides a combined e"ort with developments in two complementary 
nuclear many-body methods: ab initio valence-space in-medium similarity 
renormalization group and density functional theory (DFT). We #nd that the inclusion 
of time-symmetry-breaking mean #elds is essential for a correct description of 
nuclear magnetic properties, which were previously poorly constrained. These 
experimental and theoretical #ndings are key to understanding how seemingly simple 
single-particle phenomena naturally emerge from complex interactions among 
protons and neutrons.

The atomic nucleus is formed by strongly interacting nucleons  
(protons, Z, and neutrons, N), packed tightly into a volume around a 
trillion times smaller than that of atoms. Hence, describing the atomic 
nuclei and predicting their properties at extreme values of mass and 
charge are the main long-standing challenges for nuclear science. 
Similar to electrons in an atom, the nucleons (protons and neutrons) 
in the atomic nucleus occupy quantum ‘shells’. Thus, nuclei with a 
single valence particle or hole around a nuclear closed shell provide 
important foundations for our understanding of the atomic nucleus. 
Their simpler structure vastly reduces the complexity of the quantum 
many-body problem, providing critical guidance for the development 
of nuclear theory.

Recent advances in our understanding of the strong interaction and 
the development of many-body methods, combined with escalation 

in computer power, have enabled theoretical descriptions of increas-
ingly complex nuclei. Isotopes around the proton closed shell Z = 50, 
are now the frontier of ab initio calculations9,10. The properties of these 
nuclei can be described by complementary many-body methods such 
as configuration interaction methods4 and nuclear DFT11. This has led to 
an increased focus on studying this region of the nuclear chart (around 
Z = 50, N = 50, 82) over the past decade2,8,12–14.

Here we present measurements of two fundamental properties 
of indium isotopes using precision laser spectroscopy: the (spec-
troscopic) magnetic dipole moment, µ, and the electric quadrupole 
moment, Q. Measurements were performed for the neutron-rich In 
(Z = 49) isotopes, reaching up to 131In, which possesses a magic number 
of N = 82 neutrons (see Methods for details). With a single-proton-hole 
configuration with respect to the well-established2,8,14 proton closed 
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Two-Body Currents for Gamow-Teller 
Transitions and gA Quenching
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The dominant decay mode of atomic nuclei is beta decay 
(β-decay), a process that changes a neutron into a proton (and 
vice versa). This decay offers a window to physics beyond the 
standard model, and is at the heart of microphysical processes 
in stellar explosions and element synthesis in the Universe1–3. 
However, observed β-decay rates in nuclei have been found to 
be systematically smaller than for free neutrons: this 50-year-
old puzzle about the apparent quenching of the fundamental 
coupling constant by a factor of about 0.75 (ref. 4) is without a 
first-principles theoretical explanation. Here, we demonstrate 
that this quenching arises to a large extent from the coupling 
of the weak force to two nucleons as well as from strong corre-
lations in the nucleus. We present state-of-the-art computa-
tions of β-decays from light- and medium-mass nuclei to 100Sn 
by combining effective field theories of the strong and weak 
forces5 with powerful quantum many-body techniques6–8. Our 
results are consistent with experimental data and have impli-
cations for heavy element synthesis in neutron star mergers9–11 
and predictions for the neutrino-less double-β-decay3, where 
an analogous quenching puzzle is a source of uncertainty in 
extracting the neutrino mass scale12.

Gamow–Teller transitions are a form of β-decay in which the 
spins of the β-neutrino pair emitted during the nuclear decay are 
aligned. Remarkably, calculated Gamow–Teller strengths appear 
to reproduce most of the experimental data if the fundamental 
constant gA ≈ 1.27 characterizing the coupling of the weak inter-
action to a nucleon is quenched by a factor of q ≈ 0.75 (refs. 13–16). 
Missing nuclear correlations (that is, a lack of complexity in nuclear 
wavefunctions due to the limitations of nuclear models) as well as 
neglected contributions from meson-exchange currents (that is, 
coupling of the weak force to two nucleons) have been proposed as 
possible causes of the quenching phenomenon4. However, a solution 
has so far remained elusive. To address the quenching puzzle, we 
carry out a comprehensive study of Gamow–Teller decays through 
many-body computations of nuclei based on effective field theo-
ries (EFTs) of quantum chromodynamics5,17, including an unprec-
edented amount of correlations in the nuclear wavefunctions. The 
EFT approach offers the prospect of accuracy, by encoding the 
excluded high-energy physics through coefficients adjusted to the 

data, and precision, from the systematically improvable EFT expan-
sion. Moreover, EFT enables a consistent description of the cou-
pling of weak interactions to two nucleons via two-body currents 
(2BCs). In the EFT approach, 2BCs enter as subleading corrections 
to the one-body standard Gamow–Teller operator στ+ (with Pauli 
spin and isospin matrices σ and τ, respectively); they are smaller but 
significant corrections to weak transitions as three-nucleon forces 
are smaller but significant corrections to the nuclear interaction5,17.

In this work we focus on strong Gamow–Teller transitions, 
where the effects of quenching should dominate over cancellations 
due to fine details (as occur in the famous case of the 14C decay 
used for radiocarbon dating18,19). An excellent example is the super-
allowed β-decay of the doubly magic 100Sn nucleus (Fig. 1), which 
exhibits the strongest Gamow–Teller strength so far measured in all 
atomic nuclei20. A first-principles description of this exotic decay, 
in such a heavy nucleus, presents a significant computational chal-
lenge. However, its equal ‘magic’ numbers (Z = N = 50) of protons 
and neutrons arranged into complete shells makes 100Sn an ideal 
candidate for large-scale coupled-cluster calculations21, while the 
daughter nucleus 100In can be reached via novel extensions of the 
high-order charge-exchange coupled-cluster methods developed 
in this work (see Methods and Supplementary Figs. 4, 12 and 15 
for details). This method includes correlations via a vast number of 
particle–hole excitations of a reference state and also employs 2BCs 
in the transition operator.

Figure 1 shows our results for the strength (that is, the abso-
lute square of the transition matrix element, MGT) of the Gamow–
Teller transition to the dominant Jπ = 1+ state in the 100In daughter 
nucleus (see Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 12 for 
more details). To investigate systematic trends and sensitivities to 
the nuclear Hamiltonian, we employed a family of established EFT 
interactions and corresponding currents22–24. For increased preci-
sion, we also developed a new interaction labelled NN-N4LO + 3Nlnl 
which is constrained to reproduce the triton half-life (see Methods 
for details on the Hamiltonians considered). The open symbols in 
Fig. 1 depict the decay with the standard, leading-order coupling of 
the weak force to a single nucleon in the non-relativistic limit (that 
is, via the standard Gamow–Teller operator στ+). The differences 
with respect to the extreme single-particle model (ESPM), which 

Discrepancy between experimental and 
theoretical β-decay rates resolved from  
first principles
P. Gysbers1,2, G. Hagen" "3,4*, J. D. Holt" "1, G. R. Jansen" "3,5, T. D. Morris3,4,6, P. Navrátil" "1, T. Papenbrock" "3,4,  
S. Quaglioni" "7, A. Schwenk8,9,10, S. R. Stroberg1,11,12 and K. A. Wendt7
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Beta-Decay “Puzzle”: Quenching of gA

Long-standing problem in weak decays: experimental values systematically smaller than theory

Using                                 agrees with datage↵A ⇡ 0.77⇥ gfreeA

OGT = O
1b
�⌧ +O

2b
2BC
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• Missing wavefunction correlations
• Renormalized VS operator?
• Neglected two-body currents?
• Model-space truncations?

     Explore in ab initio framework

Brown, Wildenthal (1985)

Large MGT
in sd-shell

MGT = gA hf |OGT|ii
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Large-Scale Efforts for Ab Initio GT Transitions
Calculate large GT matrix elements

- Light, medium, and heavy regions
- Benchmark different ab initio methods
- Range of NN+3N forces
- Consistent inclusion of 2BC
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topology and spin–orbit interactions may 
soon be discovered in Co3Sn2S2. Yet, one 
can also anticipate that further extension 
of the family of kagome magnets will 
continue, with new compounds bringing 
even more surprises originating from  
the peculiar band structure and  
frustration effects.
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Beta decay gets the ab initio treatment
One of the fundamental radioactive decay modes of nuclei is β decay. Now, nuclear theorists have used first-principles 
simulations to explain nuclear β decay properties across a range of light- to medium-mass isotopes, up to 100Sn.

Arnau Rios

The theoretical modelling of nuclei 
and their different decay modes is a 
challenging field. Take β decay, for 

example, which affects the vast majority 
of radioactive isotopes. For years, the 
most accurate theoretical calculations 
of nuclear structure, which agreed with 
experiments on masses and shell structure, 
predicted β-decay half-lives that were not in 
agreement with experiments. Practitioners 
had to introduce a correction factor, a 
‘quench’ of their calculations by about 25% 
to reproduce experimental values. The 
origin of this ‘quenching puzzle’ remained 
elusive for decades. Now, writing in Nature 
Physics, Peter Gysbers and colleagues have 
provided a solution to the puzzle based on 
first-principles simulations1.

In the past decade, the so-called  
ab initio revolution has changed the way 
that nuclear theory and, more generally, 
nuclear physics operates on a daily basis. 
New nuclear interactions, effectively 
derived from the theory of quantum 
chromodynamics, and advances in 
computational resources have allowed for a 
truly first-principles description of nuclear 
structure2. Compared with the more 
traditional phenomenological or density 
functional calculations, microscopic  
ab initio simulations allow for a consistent 
treatment of systematic errors and offer a 
significantly different level of predictive 
power as they have virtually no parameters 
and are directly informed by the 
underlying theory of the strong force.

Most early ab initio calculations were 
used to study nuclear masses. Over time, 
however, the reach of these calculations 
was extended substantially from closed- to 
open-shell isotopes3 and from masses to 
nuclear radii4, electromagnetic observables5 

and even nuclear reactions6. At present, the 
most stringent limitation of these methods 
is computational power, which limits 
the number of particles in simulations. 
Currently, ab initio calculations can be used 

to predict properties of isotopes up to mass 
number A ≈ 100.

The study of radioactive decays was 
conspicuously missing in the recent wave 
of ab initio predictions. The most common 
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Solution to gA-Quenching Problem
VS-IMSRG calculations throughout sd and pf shells

Ab initio calculations across the chart explain data with unquenched gA

Refine results: improvements in forces and many-body methods

LETTERS NATURE PHYSICS

of 2BCs in A ≤ 7 nuclei is similar to what was found in the Green’s 
function Monte Carlo calculations of ref. 26. We find a rather sub-
stantial enhancement of the 8He Gamow–Teller matrix element due 
to the 2BC. Let us mention, though, that this transition matrix ele-
ment is the smallest of those presented in Fig. 2. We note that, for the 
other Hamiltonians employed in this work, the 2BCs and 3N were 
not fit to reproduce the triton half-life; nevertheless, the inclusion of 
2BCs for most of these cases also improves the agreement with data 
for the light nuclei considered in Fig. 2 (see Supplementary Fig. 9 
for results obtained with NNLOsat and NN-N3LO + 3Nlnl). The case 
of 10C is special because the computed Gamow–Teller transition is 
very sensitive to the structure of the Jπ = 1+ state in the 10B daughter 
nucleus. Depending on the employed interaction, this state can mix 
with a higher-lying 1+ state, greatly impacting the precise value of 
this transition. We finally note that benchmark calculations between 

the many-body methods used in this work agree to within 5% for 
the large transition in 14O. For smaller transitions discrepancies can 
be larger (see Supplementary Information for details).

Historically, the most extensive evidence for the quenching 
of Gamow–Teller β-decay strength comes from medium-mass 
nuclei14,16,27, and we now show that our calculations with these 
consistent Hamiltonians and currents largely solve the puzzle here 
as well. We use the valence-space in-medium similarity renor-
malization group (VS-IMSRG) method8 (see Methods for details) 
and compute Gamow–Teller decays for nuclei in the mass range 
between oxygen and calcium (referred to as sd-shell nuclei) and 
between calcium and vanadium (lower pf-shell nuclei), focusing on 
strong transitions. Here, we highlight the NN-N4LO + 3Nlnl interac-
tion and corresponding 2BCs.

Figure 3 shows the empirical values of the Gamow–Teller tran-
sition matrix elements versus the corresponding unquenched 
theoretical matrix elements obtained from the phenomenological 
shell model with the standard Gamow–Teller στ operator and the 
first-principles VS-IMSRG calculations. Perfect agreement between 
theory and experiment is denoted by the diagonal dashed line. The 
results from the phenomenological shell model clearly exemplify 
the state of theoretical calculations for decades13–16,27; as an example, 
in the sd-shell shell, a quenching factor of q ≈ 0.8 is needed to bring 
the theory into agreement with experiment14. The VS-IMSRG cal-
culations without 2BCs (not shown) exhibit a modest improvement, 
with a corresponding quenching factor of 0.89(4) for sd-shell nuclei 
and 0.85(3) for pf-shell nuclei, pointing to the importance of con-
sistent valence-space wavefunctions and operators (Supplementary 
Fig. 10). As in 100Sn, the inclusion of 2BCs yields an additional 
quenching of the theoretical matrix elements, and the linear fit of 
our results lies close to the dashed line, meaning our theoretical pre-
dictions agree, on average, with experimental values across a large 
number of medium-mass nuclei.

Another approach often used in the investigation of Gamow–
Teller quenching is the Ikeda sum-rule: the difference between the 
total integrated β− and β+ strengths obtained with the στ∓ operator 
yields the model-independent sum-rule 3(N – Z). We have com-
puted the Ikeda sum-rule for 14O, 48Ca and 90Zr using the coupled-
cluster method (see Methods for details). For the family of EFT 
Hamiltonians used for 100Sn we obtain a quenching factor aris-
ing from 2BCs that is consistent with our results shown in Fig. 3  
and the shell-model analyses from refs. 14–16,27. (Supplementary 
Fig. 7). We note that the comparison with experimental sum-rule 
tests using charge-exchange reactions28,29 is complicated by the 
use of a hadronic probe, which only corresponds to the leading 
weak one-body operator, and by the challenge of extracting all 
strength to high energies. Here, our developments enable future 
direct comparisons.

It is the combined proper treatment of strong nuclear correla-
tions with powerful quantum many-body solvers and the consis-
tency between 2BCs and three-nucleon forces that largely explains 
the quenching puzzle. Smaller corrections are still expected to 
arise from neglected higher-order contributions to currents and 
Hamiltonians in the EFT approach we pursued, and from neglected 
correlations in the nuclear wavefunctions. For beyond-standard-
model searches of new physics such as neutrino-less double-β-
decay, our work suggests that a complete and consistent calculation 
without a phenomenological quenching of the axial-vector coupling 
gA is called for. This Letter opens the door to ab initio calculations of 
weak interactions across the nuclear chart and in stars.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
summaries, source data, statements of data availability and asso-
ciated accession codes are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41567-019-0450-7.
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Fig. 3 | Gamow–Teller strengths in medium-mass nuclei. Comparison 
of experimental30 and theoretical Gamow–Teller matrix elements for 
medium-mass nuclei. a,b, Plots of Gamow–Teller matrix elements: sd-
shell (a) and lower pf-shell (b). Theoretical results were obtained using 
phenomenological shell-model interactions16,31 with an unquenched 
standard Gamow–Teller στ operator (open orange squares), and using the 
VS-IMSRG approach with the NN-N4LO!+!3Nlnl interaction and consistently 
evolved Gamow–Teller operator plus 2BCs (filled green diamonds). The 
linear fits show the resulting quenching factor q given in the panels, and 
shaded bands indicate one standard deviation from the average quenching 
factor. Experimental uncertainties, taken from ref. 30, are shown as vertical 
error bars.
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of 2BCs in A ≤ 7 nuclei is similar to what was found in the Green’s 
function Monte Carlo calculations of ref. 26. We find a rather sub-
stantial enhancement of the 8He Gamow–Teller matrix element due 
to the 2BC. Let us mention, though, that this transition matrix ele-
ment is the smallest of those presented in Fig. 2. We note that, for the 
other Hamiltonians employed in this work, the 2BCs and 3N were 
not fit to reproduce the triton half-life; nevertheless, the inclusion of 
2BCs for most of these cases also improves the agreement with data 
for the light nuclei considered in Fig. 2 (see Supplementary Fig. 9 
for results obtained with NNLOsat and NN-N3LO + 3Nlnl). The case 
of 10C is special because the computed Gamow–Teller transition is 
very sensitive to the structure of the Jπ = 1+ state in the 10B daughter 
nucleus. Depending on the employed interaction, this state can mix 
with a higher-lying 1+ state, greatly impacting the precise value of 
this transition. We finally note that benchmark calculations between 

the many-body methods used in this work agree to within 5% for 
the large transition in 14O. For smaller transitions discrepancies can 
be larger (see Supplementary Information for details).

Historically, the most extensive evidence for the quenching 
of Gamow–Teller β-decay strength comes from medium-mass 
nuclei14,16,27, and we now show that our calculations with these 
consistent Hamiltonians and currents largely solve the puzzle here 
as well. We use the valence-space in-medium similarity renor-
malization group (VS-IMSRG) method8 (see Methods for details) 
and compute Gamow–Teller decays for nuclei in the mass range 
between oxygen and calcium (referred to as sd-shell nuclei) and 
between calcium and vanadium (lower pf-shell nuclei), focusing on 
strong transitions. Here, we highlight the NN-N4LO + 3Nlnl interac-
tion and corresponding 2BCs.

Figure 3 shows the empirical values of the Gamow–Teller tran-
sition matrix elements versus the corresponding unquenched 
theoretical matrix elements obtained from the phenomenological 
shell model with the standard Gamow–Teller στ operator and the 
first-principles VS-IMSRG calculations. Perfect agreement between 
theory and experiment is denoted by the diagonal dashed line. The 
results from the phenomenological shell model clearly exemplify 
the state of theoretical calculations for decades13–16,27; as an example, 
in the sd-shell shell, a quenching factor of q ≈ 0.8 is needed to bring 
the theory into agreement with experiment14. The VS-IMSRG cal-
culations without 2BCs (not shown) exhibit a modest improvement, 
with a corresponding quenching factor of 0.89(4) for sd-shell nuclei 
and 0.85(3) for pf-shell nuclei, pointing to the importance of con-
sistent valence-space wavefunctions and operators (Supplementary 
Fig. 10). As in 100Sn, the inclusion of 2BCs yields an additional 
quenching of the theoretical matrix elements, and the linear fit of 
our results lies close to the dashed line, meaning our theoretical pre-
dictions agree, on average, with experimental values across a large 
number of medium-mass nuclei.

Another approach often used in the investigation of Gamow–
Teller quenching is the Ikeda sum-rule: the difference between the 
total integrated β− and β+ strengths obtained with the στ∓ operator 
yields the model-independent sum-rule 3(N – Z). We have com-
puted the Ikeda sum-rule for 14O, 48Ca and 90Zr using the coupled-
cluster method (see Methods for details). For the family of EFT 
Hamiltonians used for 100Sn we obtain a quenching factor aris-
ing from 2BCs that is consistent with our results shown in Fig. 3  
and the shell-model analyses from refs. 14–16,27. (Supplementary 
Fig. 7). We note that the comparison with experimental sum-rule 
tests using charge-exchange reactions28,29 is complicated by the 
use of a hadronic probe, which only corresponds to the leading 
weak one-body operator, and by the challenge of extracting all 
strength to high energies. Here, our developments enable future 
direct comparisons.

It is the combined proper treatment of strong nuclear correla-
tions with powerful quantum many-body solvers and the consis-
tency between 2BCs and three-nucleon forces that largely explains 
the quenching puzzle. Smaller corrections are still expected to 
arise from neglected higher-order contributions to currents and 
Hamiltonians in the EFT approach we pursued, and from neglected 
correlations in the nuclear wavefunctions. For beyond-standard-
model searches of new physics such as neutrino-less double-β-
decay, our work suggests that a complete and consistent calculation 
without a phenomenological quenching of the axial-vector coupling 
gA is called for. This Letter opens the door to ab initio calculations of 
weak interactions across the nuclear chart and in stars.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
summaries, source data, statements of data availability and asso-
ciated accession codes are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41567-019-0450-7.
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Fig. 3 | Gamow–Teller strengths in medium-mass nuclei. Comparison 
of experimental30 and theoretical Gamow–Teller matrix elements for 
medium-mass nuclei. a,b, Plots of Gamow–Teller matrix elements: sd-
shell (a) and lower pf-shell (b). Theoretical results were obtained using 
phenomenological shell-model interactions16,31 with an unquenched 
standard Gamow–Teller στ operator (open orange squares), and using the 
VS-IMSRG approach with the NN-N4LO!+!3Nlnl interaction and consistently 
evolved Gamow–Teller operator plus 2BCs (filled green diamonds). The 
linear fits show the resulting quenching factor q given in the panels, and 
shaded bands indicate one standard deviation from the average quenching 
factor. Experimental uncertainties, taken from ref. 30, are shown as vertical 
error bars.
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Complete GT Picture: Light to 100Sn
Ab initio calculations throughout sd and pf shells

Ab initio calculations across the chart explain data with unquenched gA

Including p-shell: q=0.99(21)

Stroberg (2021)
gA = 1.25
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Impact of Two-Body M1 Currents
Ab initio calculations throughout the nuclear chart

Including 2bc consistent with input forces

Magnetic moments significantly improved

T. Miyagi et al, in prep.
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Applications to Searches for BSM Physics

⇠ Nuclear Anapole Moment

[Desplanques, Donoghue, Holstein et a. Ann. Phys. 124, 449495 (1980)]

 Neutrino scattering    Symmetry-violating moments    Atomic theory

Neutrinoless double beta decay  Dark matter direct detection  Superallowed Fermi transitions

P H G N 4 2 2 : N U C L E A R P H Y S I C S

�+ Decay

u u
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Slide 21 — Prof. Kyle Leach — PHGN 422: Nuclear Physics
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What will be the major ab initio accomplishments in the next 3 years?

Where to Next? Five Predictions for ARIS 2026
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What will be the major ab initio accomplishments in the next 3 years?

                     1) Inputs for r-process

Where to Next? Five Predictions for ARIS 2026
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What will be the major ab initio accomplishments in the next 3 years?

                     1) Inputs for r-process

                     2) 0νββ decay + th. errors

Where to Next? Five Predictions for ARIS 2026
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What will be the major ab initio accomplishments in the next 3 years?

                     1) Inputs for r-process

                     2) 0νββ decay + th. errors

                     3) Symmetry violation

See talk: 
R. F. Garcia-Ruiz

Where to Next? Five Predictions for ARIS 2026
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What will be the major ab initio accomplishments in the next 3 years?

                     1) Inputs for r-process

                     2) 0νββ decay + th. errors

                     3) Symmetry violation

                     4) Global optical potential

Where to Next? Five Predictions for ARIS 2026
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What will be the major ab initio accomplishments in the next 3 years?

                     1) Inputs for r-process

                     2) 0νββ decay + th. errors

                     3) Symmetry violation

                     4) Global optical potential

                     5) Superheavy region (?)

?

Let’s see
in 2026!

Where to Next? Five Predictions for ARIS 2026
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Present and Future for Ab Initio Theory

Work in progress
  Higher-order many-body physics: IMSRG(3)
   Monte Carlo shell model diagonalization
   Extension to superheavy nuclei

Nuclear Structure/Astrophysics
Development of forces and currents
Ab initio to 208Pb: neutron skin, r-process
Dripline predictions to medium-masses
Evolution of magic numbers:
   masses, radii, spectra, EM transitions
Multi-shell theory: 
   Islands of inversion, forbidden decays
Nuclear EOS/Neutron star properties
Atomic systems

Fundamental Symmetries/BSM Physics
  EW operators: GT quenching, muon capture
   0νββ decay matrix elements + DGT/ECEC/Dg
   WIMP-Nucleus scattering for dark matter detection
   Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering
   Superallowed Fermi transitions
   Symmetry-violating moments: EDM, anapole, Schiff

A. Schwenk J.M. Yao
H. Hergert

J. Menéndez

G. Hagen
T. Papenbrock

*T. Miyagi, B. S. Hu, L. Jokiniemi*
A. Belley, I. Ginnett, C. G. Payne
M. Bruneault, J. Padua
S. Leutheusser
E. Love            
K. Evidence, D. Kush
G. Tenkila, H. Patel, V. Chand  
B. Wong, X. Cao
S. R. Stroberg  N. Vassh

M. Martin
K. G. Leach

R. F. Garcia-Ruiz

J. Engel J. W. Holt
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Newly extracted neutron skin in 48Ca

 Use same 34 interactions – predictions in good agreement with CREX result

Confrontation with Rskin of 48Ca

Neutron skin thickness
Constraints on Nuclear Symmetry Energy Parameters 
J. Lattimer (2023)

B. Hu et al (Nature Phys. 2022)
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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay NMEs
   for Major Players: 76Ge, (100Mo),130Te, 136Xe
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Current Status of NMEs
Calculations to date from phenomenological models; large spread in results

            

All models missing essential physics: correlations, single-particle levels, two-body currents
Address with ab initio theory

Compiled values from: Engel and Menéndez (2017); Brase et al, PRC (2022)

48Ca    76Ge      82Se      130Te        136Xe
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Ab Initio Predictions in Heavy Nuclei
Converged NMEs for major players in global searches: 76Ge, 130Te, 136Xe 

Belley et al, in prep
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Ab Initio Predictions in Heavy Nuclei
Converged NMEs for major players in global searches: 76Ge, 100Mo 130Te, 136Xe 
Ab initio results: differences from models; large NMEs strongly disfavored

Belley et al, in prep
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Impact of Ab Initio NMEs on Worldwide Searches
Impact for next-generation searches: Large matrix elements disfavored, lowers expected rates
Current experimental reach – improved with effects of contact term,

Not the end of the story: estimate three-body corrections + two-body currents
Belley et al, in prep

76Ge 130Te 136Xe
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Strategy III: Correlation with Structure Observables
76Ge: Explore correlations with other observables from systematic analysis (34 interactions)
Few clear correlations, except DGT

Maybe with first excited 2+ states?

Belley et al., arXiV:2210.05809
Belley et al., in preparation
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MM-DGP Emulator: Sensitivity Analysis
Explore correlations with other observables from systematic analysis (34 interactions)
Similar sensitivity as found in 208Pb study!

Highly sensitive to C1S0 – possible correlation with 1S0 phase shift (observable!)
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The MM-DGP algorithm: GSA

M0ν
LGround state energies

26

Belley, Pitcher et al. in prep.

Belley Pitcher et al., in preparation
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MM-DGP Emulator: Correlation w/ 1S0 Phase Shift
Explore correlations with 1S0 phse shift from 34 non-implausible interactions
Long-range component in 48Ca

Clear correlation with (measured!) 1S0 phase shift at high scattering energies
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MM-DGP Emulator: Correlation w/ 1S0 Phase Shift
Explore correlations with 1S0 phse shift from 34 non-implausible interactions
Long-range component in 48Ca, 76Ge

Clear correlation with (measured!) 1S0 phase shift at high scattering energies
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MM-DGP Emulator: Correlation w/ 1S0 Phase Shift
Explore correlations with 1S0 phse shift from 34 non-implausible interactions
Long-range component in 48Ca, 76Ge, 130Te

Clear correlation with (measured!) 1S0 phase shift at high scattering energies
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MM-DGP Emulator: Correlation w/ 1S0 Phase Shift
Explore correlations with 1S0 phse shift from 34 non-implausible interactions
Long-range component in 48Ca, 76Ge, 130Te, 136Xe

Clear correlation with (measured!) 1S0 phase shift at high scattering energies
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Strategy III: Correlation with Structure Observables
Explore correlations with other observables from systematic analysis (34 interactions)
Few clear correlations, except DGT in 76Ge

Now clear correlation with measured 1S0 phase shift!

Belley et al., arXiV:2210.05809
Belley et al., in preparation
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Valence-Space IMSRG

                                               Step 1: Decouple core

                                                Can we achieve accuracy
                                                 of large-space methods?
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decouple

decouple

Tsukiyama, Bogner, Schwenk, PRC 2012
Morris, Parzuchowski, Bogner, PRC 2015

Explicitly construct unitary transformation from sequence of rotations

All operators truncated at two-body level IMSRG(2)
IMSRG(3) in progress

H̃ = e
⌦
He

�⌦ = H + [⌦, H] +
1

2
[⌦, [⌦, H]] + · · ·
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2
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�

◆
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Valence-Space IMSRG

                                               Step 1: Decouple core
                                               Step 2: Decouple valence space

                                                Can we achieve accuracy
                                                 of large-space methods?

co
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clu

de
d

decouple

decouple

Tsukiyama, Bogner, Schwenk, PRC 2012
Morris, Parzuchowski, Bogner, PRC 2015

Microscopic/E↵ective approach

E↵ective Interaction

Goal: Find a unitary transformation U

such that

H̃ = UHU
†

hP |H̃|Qi = hQ|H̃|P i = 0

h ̃i|P̂ H̃P̂ | ̃ii = h i|H| ii

Ragnar Stroberg (TRIUMF) Valence space IM-SRG May 26, 2016 6 / 30

Explicitly construct unitary transformation from sequence of rotations

All operators truncated at two-body level IMSRG(2)
IMSRG(3) in progress

H̃ = e
⌦
He

�⌦ = H + [⌦, H] +
1

2
[⌦, [⌦, H]] + · · ·

⌘ =
1

2
arctan

✓
2Hod

�

◆
� h.c.U = e⌦ = e⌘n . . . e⌘1

h ̃n|PH̃P |  ̃ni ⇡ h i|H| ii
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Valence-Space IMSRG

                                               Step 1: Decouple core
                                               Step 2: Decouple valence space
                                               Step 3: Decouple additional operators

       Careful benchmarking essential   
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decouple

decouple

Microscopic/E↵ective approach

E↵ective Interaction

Goal: Find a unitary transformation U

such that

H̃ = UHU
†

hP |H̃|Qi = hQ|H̃|P i = 0

h ̃i|P̂ H̃P̂ | ̃ii = h i|H| ii

Ragnar Stroberg (TRIUMF) Valence space IM-SRG May 26, 2016 6 / 30

Explicitly construct unitary transformation from sequence of rotations

U = e⌦ = e⌘n . . . e⌘1

h ̃n|PM̃0⌫P |  ̃ni ⇡ h i|M0⌫ | ii

h ̃n|PH̃P |  ̃ni ⇡ h i|H| ii
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Strategy IIIb: Sensitivity Analysis
Explore dependence on chiral EFT LECs: requires many samples (as in 208Pb)
Use gaussian processes as an emulator
Multi-Fidelity Gaussian Process: connects few (complicated) high-fidelity data points (eg, full 
IMSRG) w/ many low-fidelity data points (HF, low emax, etc)
Difference function fit with Gaussian process: predict HF from LF
When relation between LF and HF is complicated, MFGP fails
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Using Gaussian Process as an emulator 

• Multi-output Multi-Fidelity Gaussian Process 
(MMGP) can be used to probe LEC space.

• Multi-Tasks Gaussian Process: Uses multiple 
correlated outputs from same inputs by defining the 
kernel as . This allows us to 
increase the number of data points without needing 
to do more expansive calculations.

• Multi-Fidelity Gaussian Process: Uses few data 
points of high fidelity (full IMSRG calculations) and 
many data points of low fidelity (e.g. Hartree-Fock 
results, lower emax). The difference function is fitted 
by a Gaussian process in order to predict the value 
of full calculations using the low fidelity data points.

kinputs ⊗ koutputs

[1] Q. Lin, J. Hu, Q. Zhou, Y. Cheng, Z. Hu, I. Couckuyt, and T. Dhaene, Knowledge-Based Systems 227, 107151 (2021).


Taken from [1].

22
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Strategy IIIb: Sensitivity Analysis
Explore dependence on chiral EFT LECs: requires many samples (as in 208Pb)
Use gaussian processes as an emulator
Multi-Fidelity Gaussian Process: connects few (complicated) high-fidelity data points (eg, full IMSRG) 
w/ many low-fidelity data points (HF, low emax, etc)
Difference function fit with Gaussian process: predict HF from LF
Deep Gaussian Process: Neural network links multiple GP

Include outputs of previous fidelity as new HF point:
   Improves modeling of difference between LF and HF

Adapted for multi output: 
Multi-Output Multi-Fidelity Deep Gaussian Process (MM-DGP)
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The MM-DGP algorithm

• When the relation between low-fidelity and high-
fidelity data is complicated, the simple multi-
fidelity approach does not produce good results.

• Deep gaussian process [1] link multiple gaussian 
processes inside a neural network to improve 
results.

• This can be used to model the difference 
function between the low-fidelity and high-fidelity 
by including outputs of the previous fidelity as an 
input of higher fidelity.

• This was developed for single-output gaussian 
processes and we have adapted it for multi-
output case, creating the MM-DGP: Multi-output 
Multi-fidelity Deep Gaussian Process.

• Even if we use the same number of low- and 
high-fidelity data, using multiple-fidelities still 
improves the fit!

[1] Kurt Cutajar, Mark Pullin, Andreas Damianou, Neil Lawrence, Javier González arXiv:1903.07320  (2021).


Taken from [1].
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Belley Pitcher et al., in preparation
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MM-DGP Emulator: Ground-State Energies
Testing MM-DGP: use delta-full chiral EFT at N2LO
Improved energy predictions with high-fidelity training points
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Using -full chiral EFT interactions at N2LO:Δ

The MM-DGP algorithm: Energies

Low-Fidelity High-Fidelity
24

Belley, Pitcher et al. in prep.

76Ge 76Ge
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Testing MM-DGP: use delta-full chiral EFT at N2LO
Improved energy predictions with high-fidelity training points
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The MM-DGP algorithm: 0νββ NMEs
Using -full chiral EFT interactions at N2LO:Δ

Low-Fidelity High-Fidelity
25

Belley, Pitcher et al. in prep.

76Ge 76Ge

MM-DGP Emulator: 0νββ-Decay 


